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Programme notes written by Jenny Lu between 2016 and 2020



FRÉDÉRIC CHOPIN NOCTURNE OP. 27 NO.2 
The term ‘nocturne’ originated from the French and Latin word for the nocturnal, 
and gives name to the musical compositions that are evocative of night. Its implied 
poetic reverie suited the Romantic expressions of many composers such as 
Frédéric Chopin (1810-1849) and Gabriel Fauré. Chopin composed 21 pieces in this 
genre and their beauty places them amongst the composer’s most well-known and 
played works. Although Chopin did not invent the nocturne, his compositions 
expanded on the musical framework established by the Irish composer, John Field. 
These compositions are usually intimate musical expressions with song-like 
melodies. 

Chopin composed the Op.27 in the 1830s, fostering two contrasting nocturnes in 
this opus. They were dedicated to Countess d'Appony, the wife of the Austrian 
ambassador in Paris. The second one of these pieces nurtures a gentle and lyrical 
melody that unfolds over a lulling and undulating accompaniment. As the piece 
progresses, the theme is at times impassioned, melancholy and glittering with 
fioriture (filigree) until eventually resting in the tender declaration of a duet.  

 

DMITRI SHOSTAKOVICH PRELUDE AND FUGUE IN D MINOR OP.87 
NO.24 
Inspired by J.S. Bach’s Well-Tempered Klavier, Dmitri Shostakovich’s (1906-1975) 
composed his own set of preludes and fugues between 1950-1951 as his Op. 87. 
There are twenty-four pairs of pieces in this opus with one in each of the major and 
minor keys in the chromatic scale. Unlike Bach, Shostakovich ordered his pieces a 
5th apart, beginning the collection in C major and rise through the sharp keys before 
descending through the flat keys in the second half of the opus. 

The 24th pair of prelude and fugue is in D minor that concludes the pieces in a tragic 
but triumphant climax. Its inspiration dedicates a powerful eulogy to the victims of 
the 900-day German siege of St. Petersburg/Leningrad in WWII between 1941 and 
1943. The blockage became one of the most destructive and extended sieges in 
history as extreme winter temperature and famine joined military bombardments. 
More than 600,000 people consequently lost their lives. Shostakovich’s personal 
testimony of the siege engraved in many of his later compositions such of his 
seventh symphony. 

The D minor prelude in Op.87 paints a solemn landscape: dark, vast and lifeless as 
if frozen. This bleak scene subsides to a lonely maestoso (majestic) melody, filled 
with Russian folk music influence and imbued with sorrow. The apparatus theme 
fades into the opening landscape, contemplating the aftermath of the tragedy and 
joins attacca onto the fugue. Four musical voices adopt the maestoso theme and 



steadily build into a quiet declaration of defiance of humanity in calamity. This first 
subject’s quest for hope melts into the continues succession of quavers in the 
second subject. Murmuring, rumbling, and roaring, this subject approaches like 
spring and melts the frozen landscape by degrees before bursts into an avalanche 
of life as it joins the maestoso subject in a peal of triumphant bells.  

 

CLAUDE DEBUSSY NOCTURNE 
During the early 1880s, Claude Debussy (1862-1918) accompanied Nadezhda von 
Meck, who was the patroness of Pyotr Tchaikovsky, as she travelled through 
Europe. The composer provided piano lessons to the lady’s children and prepared 
arrangements of orchestral works from leading Russian composers for the piano to 
be performed in the private concerts that she hosted. Debussy consequently 
embraced the Russian musical influences and drew substantially from Tchaikovsky 
and the ‘Mighty Five’ in his creative output of the 1890s.  

Published in 1892, the Nocturne for solo piano remained little known thereafter. This 
was possibly due to the confusion on the authenticity of several notes in the score 
as their accidentals were missing in the first edition. Not only does Debussy’s 
Nocturne recall the Romantic compositions of Chopin with lyrical and tender 
melodies, it also pays homage to the composer’s Russian interests in the 1880s. 
For instance, the composition exudes exotic colourings that accentuate the sighing, 
descending chromatic movements which are commonly present in Russian folk 
music. While the composition bears the early prototype of Debussy’s characteristic 
Impressionistic lush harmonies, the Nocturne also features cascading arpeggios. 
Moreover, the middle section of this composition makes use of the sensual 
Polovtsian musical setting and treatment to the melodic material from Borodin’s 
Prince Igor (1887). To conclude the harmonic meandering, Debussy reminisces the 
opening theme of the composition, allowing it to blossom into an appassionato that 
melts into a delicate twirling coda.   

 

NIKOLAI MEDTNER SONATA-TRAGICA OP.39 NO.5 
Nikolai Medtner (1880 -1951) was a Russian-born pianist, composer and a 
contemporary to Sergei Rachmaninoff. Like Chopin, Medtner’s compositions 
concentrated on the piano, consisting of numerous solo piano works, 14 piano 
sonatas and three piano concerti, but also more than a hundred lieder and chamber 
duets with the violin. During the communist revolutionary period in Russia, he first 
fled to France and later lived and died in England. The collusion of self-exile, an 
unbending personality and complex harmony and textures rendered Medtner’s 
compositions to be not widely accessible. The value of his compositions was 



nevertheless recognized by supporters such as Rachmaninoff, who advocated that 
Medtner was ‘the greatest composer of our time’. 

Sonata-Tragica (Tragic Sonata) is the closing piece in Medtner’s Op.39 Forgotten 
Melodies. It is a single movement sonata that launches its opening subject with 
three abrupt chords which simulates blows of fate. From this forward material bears 
a more reflective and expressive secondary theme, winding the melody to a major 
key. However, ere long this dolce (softly and sweetly) subject becomes melancholic 
as Medtner weaves in it a quotation of his delicate Canzona Matinata (morning 
song) from earlier in the opus, which reminisces youth and hope in the dark 
composition. The pending doom of the piece evolves fragments of the main themes 
into an emotionally intense turbulence and explodes into a poignant recapitulation 
where the morning theme never returns. A breathless coda succeeds in furious 
denouncement of the earlier lyrical subjects, concluding the Sonata with the blows 
whence it was born. 

I believe that Sonata-Tragica musically summarizes Medtner’s creative and personal 
life in his search for beauty and hope in the bleak hardship of reality. In doing so, 
the composer reminds his audience the role of music in times of uncertainty and 
despair. This echoes the quest of the wandering soul in Lermontov’s poem, the 
Angel, searching with an angel’s heavenly song through the land of living and his 
fragmented memory; longing for rest in beauty. Medtner quotes Lermontov’s poem 
as a preface to his musically autobiographical book the Muse and Fashion in 
recognition of its ideological twin. I have attached this poem that gave spirit and title 
to the present concert, as an appendix below for your amusement. 

 

  



MIKHAIL LERMONTOV THE ANGEL 
(TRANS. BY YEVGENY BONVER) 
The angel was flying through sky in midnight,  

And softly he sang in his flight; 

And clouds, and stars, and the moon in a throng 

Hearkened to that holy song. 

He sang of the garden of God's paradise, 

Of innocent ghosts in its shade; 

He sang of the God, and his vivacious praise 

Was glories and unfeigned. 

The juvenile soul he carried in arms 

For worlds of distress and alarms; 

The tune of his charming and heavenly song 

Was left in the soul for long. 

It roamed on earth many long nights and days, 

Filled with a wonderful thirst, 

And earth's boring songs could not ever replace 

The sounds of heaven it lost. 
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